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Abstract 

In this article the author considers the algebraic programming system APS. The main functional 

differences between APS v2, APS v3 and APS v1 are described in this article. The algorithms of 

automatic garbage collection, rewriting optimization, dynamic insertion and removing of rules from 

the system of rewriting rules (s.r.r) were suggested by the author. 

Introduction 

Algebraic Programming System was developed by the department 100,105 of Glushkov 

Institute of Cybernetics of National Academy of Science of Ukraine[1] in 1987. It was the first 

system of term rewriting which used the system of rewriting rules and strategies separately.  

Algebraic programming is the programming based on rewriting. It extends functional 

programming and has applications in solving of computer algebra problems (word problem in finally 

defined algebras, completion algorithms like Knuth-Bendix or Buchberger) as well as in operational 

semantics of programming languages (executable algebraic specifications of software components, 

definition of operational semantics of programming languages, developing interpreters and 

prototypes of software components).  

Unlike traditional approach oriented to the usage of canonical systems of rewriting rules with 

“transparent” strategy of their application, it is possible in APS to combine arbitrary systems of 

rewriting rules with different strategies of rewriting. Such an approach essentially extends the 

possibilities of rewriting technique enlarging the flexibility and expressiveness of it. The APS 

integrates four main programming paradigms in the following way. The main part of program can be 

written in the form of rewriting systems. Imperative and functional programming is used for the 

definition of strategies. Logic paradigm is realized on a base of rewriting using built-in unification 

procedure. The text of manual is based on publications [2,3]. 

There were three realizations of algebraic programming APS system, namely in 1987[4] (APS 

v.1), 2004[5](APS v.2), 2009 (APS v.3). So, this article contains description of main functional 

possibilities and differences of APS v.3 and APS v.2 from APS v.1. Finally, all data that was in APS 

v.1 was realized in APS v.2, and all data that was in APS v.2 was improved and realized in APS v.3.  

APS v.2 

The first version of APS v.1 was realized in 80-th years of XX century and the first publication 

about APS v.1 was in 1987. APS v.2 version was realized in 2004 with support of Research Institute 

of Information Technologies of Kherson State University (RIIT KSU)[8]. There are three differences 



between APS v.2 and APS v.1: automatic garbage collection, computation in multi polynomial ring, 

integration with CoCoA library. Let’s examine all those features. 

In APS v.1 the main function of garbage collection was garb function and all algorithms which 

were written in APS v.1. contained a call of this function. Unfortunately, it was not enough and APS 

v.1 had some memory leaks. That is why in APS v.2 we have realized technology of Smart Pointer 

(all new objects in program should contain counter of references to this is object)[7]. This error didn’t 

permit to use APS v.1 system for commercial projects, prototyping difficult examples etc. Memory 

leaks were corrected after that realization.  

Let’s consider the main classes of APS v.2 realization of Smarts Pointers: 
template <class _Counter> 
class CRefCounter{ 

private: 
  _Counter _refcounter;   //memory for counter 

public: 
 … 
}; 
typedef CRefCounter<unsigned long> CLongRefCounter; //define default couner 
template <class BaseClass> 
class CSmartPtr{ 

private: 
   BaseClass*               m_ptrBaseObject; //reference to the memory of a object 

protected: 
 … 
public: 

 … 
}; 
template <class BaseClass> 
class CSmartListPtr{ 
private: 
  std::vector<CSmartPtr<BaseClass> > m_vector_SmartPtr;  //vector of CSmartPtr 
protected: 
… 

public: 
 … 
}; 

Here are CRefCounter – the class for increment and decriment counter of used references.  

CSmartPtr – the class for calculation of references to each object.  

CSmartListPtr – the class for vectors of CSmartPtr. 

Another feature of APS v.2 is computations in many sorted algebras (afine space, polynomials 

etc) which were developed in RIIT KSU[8]. 

Finally, the language of realization of APS is C++. That is why we can integrate some external 

libraries into APS. For example, in APS we have integrated the CoCoA library. In APS we can use 

computation in multi polynomial ring, computation of Gröbner basis and factorization etc.  

APS v.3 

The APS v.3 version was realized in 2009. The new results in APS v.3 are the following: 

optimization of realization of smarts pointers in APS, optimization of rewriting algorithm in system, 



realization of dynamical insertion and removing of rule in system of rewriting rules, conversion from 

APLAN language (the language of APS system) into C++ (the language of realization of APS 

system). The conversion tool will be considered in the future publication of authors of APS system. 

Smart Pointer Optimization 

The main defect of previous realization is vectors of CSmartPtr (see before). First of all, why 

should we copy all elements in vector in “assign” operation? Maybe there are some cases that we 

should do this. The words “copy arguments” mean (fig.1): 

 

 

 

 

 

Here are “node” – the class of the APS tree vertex, “mark“ – type of the vertex, “arity” – arity 

of the vertex, “arglist” – list of the arguments of the vertex (depends from “mark” and “arity”). 

Operation “set” means an assignment in smart pointers technology, “set args” means that we should 

create new arguments and assign corresponding arguments. The main idea of optimization of 

realization of smart pointers technologies is to use “set” operation without “set args” in assignment 

(fig.2). After that we should identify all cases, then we should use “set arg”. 

 

 

 

 

 

Our experiments showed as that we should use the “set” operation for arglist for “new” and 

“copy” APS operation only.  

Smart Pointers comparison 

The realization of Smart Pointer technology in APS v.3 described above we have compared 

with Standard Template Library realization of auto_ptr and boot library realization shared_ptr. Some 

other well-known realizations were slowly than our realization of Smart Pointers, because they were 

too common.  

Rewriting Optimization 

APS v1 has two versions of rewriting machine. The first version of rewriting machine was 

developed by S. Kanozenko in 1987. The second version of rewriting machine was developed by V. 

Homchenko in 2002. The second version of rewriting machine in APS v.1 realizes the next ideas: 
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Fig.1. Assign Vertex Operation 
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Fig.2. Assign Vertex Operation 



1. If left parts of several next rules are identical then matching process should be made only 

ones. 

2. We shouldn’t consider those rules, if the main mark of the left part differs from the main 

mark of processing term. Similar idea should be applied to the main mark of subterms of 

left parts of rules. 

For realization of those ideas APS v.1 used special syntax for internal presentation of the 

system of rewriting rules, called language REM. 

Let  be the base algebra of terms for some algebraic program. Set Ω is an operation 

signature of this algebra, Z – is a generating set of terms of arity 0. REM-programs produce many-

sorted algebra  above , where V – is a set of variables of this program,  - 

set of programs of rank k. The corresponding signature contains the next operation: 

1. . 

2. . (function ART 

returns arity of term). 

3. . 

4. .       

5. . 

Operations 4 and 5 have zero arity and they produce elements for algebra of REM-programs. 

As follows from definitions, any program of rank k can be presented as an expression of algebra of 

REM-program [9]. 

So, the main defect of the second version of rewriting machine APS v.1 was realization of + 

operation. Let’s consider simple example:  

left:=rs(x,y)( 

 (x,y) = x, 

 (x;y) = x 

); 

In REM-language this system of rewriting rules looks as follows: 

left:=array(_,_)( 

 match(var(1),var(2))rewrite(var(1))            (1) 

 + 

 match(var(1);var(2))rewrite(var(1))            (2) 

); 

We tried to apply this system of rewriting rules to two terms: (x;y) and (x+y). For the fist term 

(x;y) we tried to apply a call match(var(1),var(2)) in the beginning. It returned false, because the 



main mark of the left part of the rule was “,”. After that, we tried to apply the second rule and it was 

applied. For the second term we tried to apply the match(var(1),var(2)) (it’s returns false), after that 

we tried to apply the match(var(1);var(2)) and it returned false too. After that the rules were not 

applicable. In the general case, we tried to check all arguments for “+” operation in REM language, 

but this process was not optimal.  

So, how should we eliminate these not optimal ideas? The answer for this is question is the 

usage of some hash table for realization of “+” operation in REM-language for main marks of 

 and  operations in signature of algebra. 

It means that we have added the next operation into signature of many-sorted algebra R: 

6. , where  - is set of marks 

from ,  - is set of real numbers. 

Equality of two REM-programs is obvious. If  then we can replace it for all values 

from hash(t) separated by “+” always. And if  then we can replace it for all values 

from hash(t) as match(t). 

More detailed information about comparison of rewriting machines APS v.2 and APS v.3 read 

in parallel publication Optimization of Rewriting Machine of APS, please. 

Dynamical Adding and Removing of Rules from the System of Rewriting Rules 

The process of application of system of rewriting rules to current term has few stages: 

conversion to internal language of rewriting machine REM (only one time for each system), 

interpreting of REM language by the kernel of rewriting machine. Its means that if we have to update 

system of rewriting rules (add or remove some rule), APS has to rebuild it into REM language. But 

this operation demands more time, especially for big systems of rewriting rules. So, in APS v.3 we 

have realized two operators: 

1. remove_rule_rs – the function for removing of rule from s.r.r. without rebuilding of it. 

2. add_rule_rs – the function for adding of rule to s.r.r. without rebuilding, dynamical adding 

rule in REM language. 

More interesting function is add_rule_rs. This function adds new rule into s.r.r. without its 

rebuilding. Its means that we should add new operation from signature of algebra which corresponds 

to insertion of rule into REM-program. We should create new s.r.r by the next ideas to this effect: 

1. Using list of variables from current s.r.r. and for insertion of rule we should create new s.r.r. 

2. Conversion of new s.r.r. into REM-program. 

3. Insertion of new REM-program into current s.r.r. (there are two possibilities to add new 

rule into s.r.r.: to make it the first and to make it the last). 



4. Using already known size of previous s.r.r. making of number of insertion rewriting rule 

(this number can be used by appls strategy[11]). 

 The insertion algorithm of two REM-programs uses the next ideas (new_rs – new 

REM_program, old_rs – old REM-program): 

1. In any case new_rs will have next template “match(new_rs_m)rewrite(_)” or 

“match(new_rs_m)If(_,_)”. 

2. If old_rs has the next template (in terms of APS) “hash(_)_” then if hash contains the main 

mark of new_rs_m then we should call recursive to hash(type(new_rs_m)) and new_rs if 

it’s possible or if not then we should use “+” operator from signature of algebra. 

3. If old_rs has the next template “_+_” then we should try to add in first argument and if it is 

not possible then to try to add in second argument. 

4. If old_rs has the next template “match(old_rs_m)last_part” (it is possible only in one case: 

if body of match of old_rs and new_rs has equal main mark) then we should eliminate the 

new_rs_m from new_rs_m and call algorithm recursively with last_part.  

5. At last, we should use “hash” operator if it’s possible or “+” operator if it’s not. 

This development gives to APS v.3 and to users who use it the following: 

1. First of all we can use s.r.r. as a hash table of trees. It is very important and difficult task. 

For this I think we should use left part of each rule as key of hash table and right part as a 

value, but we use variables of s.r.r. Then we can get some template keys. Using variables in 

s.r.r. as a hash tables makes it more powerful.  

2. We can optimize special subs strategy. 

3. We can optimize function which worked with obj structures. 

Optimizing of the subs strategy 

The subs(subs_eqs,dest_term) strategy – is the main function for substitution in APS, where 

subs_eq is equations separated by comma and dest_term – destination term. First of all, this strategy 

makes s.r.r. from subs_eqs(subs_eqs_rs), after that it tries to apply subs_eqs_rs to each subterm top-

bottom, but before each application it calls new APS function. (new function creates new vertex for 

subterm, that is why the term dest_term can’t be changed). 

The main imperfection of realization of subs strategy in APS v.2 is compiling subs_eqs_rs for 

each call of the strategy. It was used for dynamically updating of subs_eqs. But if there are many 

equations in subs_eqs and you remove from it and add to it only few equations, then compiling of 

s.r.r. for each calling of the strategy will not be optimal.  

Optimization of functions which work with obj structures 

An obj structure in APS should be described by the next form: 

obj( 



 key1:val1[, 

 key2:val2[, 

 … 

 ] 

 ] 

); 

Where is . The interpretation of obj structure is found in 

comma_can canonizer:  

comma_can:=rs(x,y,z)( 

 … 

 ( obj x).y      = acc_obj(x,y) 

); 

acc_obj:=rs(a,x,y,z)( 

 … 

 ((x:a;z),x) = a, 

 ((y:a;z),x) = acc_obj(z,x), 

 ((y;  z),x) = acc_obj(z,x), 

 … 

); 

So, the main shortcoming of this realization is sequential enumeration of variants of keyn in 

acc_obj s.r.r., but it is very useful for dynamic insertion and removing of data from obj structures.  

Since  exists in APS v.3 we use s.r.r. with function of 

dynamical insertion and removing of it for optimization of work of obj structure (for insertion and 

removing of sequential enumeration of keyn).  

Finally, the new obj structure should be defined as: 

Obj( 

 key1:val1[, 

 key2:val2[, 

 … 

 ] 

 ] 

); 

comma_can:=rs(x,y,z)( 

 … 

 ( Obj x).y      = arg(x,2) y 



); 

 

Where is . After the first usage of Obj structure we have a 

pair of <Obj structure,s.r.r.>  (Obj structure is a term in APLAN syntax, s.r.r. coresponds to Obj 

structure). The functions for insertion and removing of Obj structure use the corresponding functions 

for s.r.r.  

Conclusion 

So, those differences of APS v.3 make it more powerful and extend the possibilities of its 

application in different arias.   
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